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Analytics: The answer to your 
questions about hiring process impact.
Like other TA professionals these days, you have questions about 
your hiring process’ efficiency. By tracking some key metrics, you 
can pinpoint areas for improvement and demonstrate the value 
of your talent strategy to stakeholders across your organization. 

If you’re ready to build more analytics into your process or want 
to report on critical metrics, this whitepaper is for you. Or, if 
you’re not ready yet, then this whitepaper will help you build a 
good foundation for measuring future progress. 

Either way, you’ll benefit from understanding these top HR 
metrics, why they’re important, how to measure them, and how 
to improve them for even better results.
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“Are we  
attracting 
the right 
candidates?”  

“Where should  
we invest budget 
this year?”

Ben Porr, PhD  
Global VP of People 
Science 
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Applicant quantity
WHAT IS IT?   
Applicant quantity—different from applicant 
quality—is the measure of how many candidates 
complete the application process for a particular 
job. This metric compares your applicant flow to 
your total number of hires, giving you a ratio of 
applicants per hire.  

Applicant flow and drop-off rates are useful 
metrics on their own, but applicant quantity gives 
you a sense for how many applicants you screen 
per position. The key to applicant quantity is 
striking the right balance, because both high and 
low quantities can impact your time to fill. 

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
What’s a good applicant quantity? That depends 
on the type of role you’re filling. Among Harver 
clients, we typically see a ratio of at least 10:1 for 
hourly roles and at least 5:1 for professional or 
managerial roles.

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
If you have an optimized hiring process and can 
handle a higher applicant flow, then your goal 
will likely be to increase your applicant quantity, 

especially in jobs that are difficult to fill. A higher 
applicant quantity improves your chances of 
finding the right fit, and by using automation 
technology, you can process more applicants 
without increasing the workload for recruiters and 
hiring managers.  

You can increase your applicant quantity  
in two ways:  

1. Increase applicant flow  

• Track applicant sources and invest more 
in sources that deliver higher numbers of 
applicants 

• Build a strong employer brand – lesser-
known brands might need to increase their 
sourcing spend  

2. Decrease drop-off 

• Consider the length of your overall 
application process and eliminate delays 

• Encourage recruiters to build relationships 
and keep applicants engaged 

• Make sure your career site and ATS are 
optimized for mobile 

Whichever strategy you choose, either path will 
help increase your applicant quantity and improve 
your candidate experience.

“Using technology, you can 
process more applicants 
without increasing the 
workload for recruiters  
and hiring managers.”

APPLICANT 
QUANTITY

TOTAL NUMBER  
OF HIRES

TOTAL NUMBER  
OF APPLICANTS  
for a given position

DROP OFFS  
Applicants who 

don’t complete the 
application process

= ÷-

https://harver.com/software/hiring-process-optimization/
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Quality of hire
WHAT IS IT?   
Once you reach a solid applicant quantity, your next 
step is to screen for quality. High quality hires reach full 
productivity faster and help you recoup hiring costs in  
less time. 

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
While quality of hire is a post-hire metric, it’s directly linked 
to the quality of your talent pool and the effectiveness of 
your screening process. To evaluate quality of hire, collect 
performance data during a new hire’s first 90 days (don’t 
wait until that annual performance review). 

You’ll also see indicators of quality in areas like sales 
and customer satisfaction. You’re probably already 
monitoring these metrics, so look for improvements as 
you bring new employees on board. 

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
If you’re not seeing strong performance from new hires, 
tweak your selection process until it delivers the quality 
you’re striving for. 

Using an assessment, you can quickly remove about 
20% of your applicant pool and prioritize the remaining 
applicants based on job fit, which allows you to focus on 
quality without increasing your time to fill. You can then 

examine the link between applicant assessment scores 
and early performance data to determine if the assessment 
(in conjunction with the rest of your selection process) is 
helping you target the right type of applicant for the role.  

Some organizations implement assessments but manually 
rate applicants and compare these human-derived ratings 
to post-hire performance. While this can seem like a 
convenient compromise to going fully automated, keep in 
mind that manual ratings based on digital assessments can 
introduce bias instead of mitigating it. 

“High quality hires reach 
full productivity faster 
and help you recoup hiring 
costs in less time.”

20+80+M
of poor fits  

screened out using  
an assessment

20%
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Time to fill
WHAT IS IT?   
Time to fill represents the total number of days 
it takes to fill a position. This metric is important 
because jobs that are vacant too long put a strain 
on the business by lowering productivity, customer 
satisfaction, and revenue.  

If you want to make your hiring process more 
efficient, you first need to know how long it 
currently takes to fill a position and what might be 
causing delays. 

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
Count the number of calendar days from when 
a job requisition was opened until the offer was 
accepted by the candidate. You can then look 
across all your internal and external hires in a 
given period and calculate an average time to fill.  

Time to fill depends on the level and the type of 
role you’re filling, but the average is 36 days.1 

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
Some jobs, such as those requiring a unique skill 
set, are more difficult to fill than others. You’re 
also at the mercy of the economy, as talent pools 
shrink when unemployment rates are low. 

Thankfully, there are some factors within your 
control, including:  

• Your application process  

 » Is the technology accessible to most 
candidates?  

 » Are there usability issues (password 
requirements, number of clicks, etc.)? 

 » Is the application process too long or difficult 
to complete?  

• The number of interviews you require  

• The compensation and benefits you offer 

Instead of eliminating hiring steps that deliver 
valuable job fit insight, look for ways to 
make each step more efficient. For instance, 
automating reference checking reduces time to 
fill and saves your team valuable time. Harver 
customers can turnaround reference checks in 24 
hours and save 1.5 hours of effort per reference 
check. Imagine the efficiency you’ll achieve when 
you unify an automated process from application 
through onboarding.

  APPROVAL TO JOB POSTING: 3 DAYS 

  JOB POSTING TO START SCREENING: 9 DAYS 

  SCREENING APPLICANTS: 7 DAYS 

  CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS: 8 DAYS 

  MAKING FINAL DECISION: 5 DAYS 

  OFFER TO ACCEPTANCE: 4 DAYS

AVERAGE TIME TO FILL

8+26+19+22+14+11+M36 
DAYS

1 SHRM, 2017

https://harver.com/software/reference-checking/
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/business-solutions/Documents/Talent-Acquisition-Report-All-Industries-All-FTEs.pdf
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Cost to acquire
WHAT IS IT?   
Cost to acquire, or cost per hire, demonstrates 
recruiter effectiveness. As a dollar value, this 
metric is easily understood by stakeholders 
outside of HR. Like any business resource, talent is 
an investment. As such, higher recruiting and other 
up-front costs diminish your potential return on 
investment (ROI). 

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
To measure cost to acquire, take all your internal 
and external recruiting costs and divide by the 
total number or hires. Here are some examples of 
typical recruiting costs:

Internal recruiting costs  

• Time spent reviewing applications 
• Time spent screening/interviewing  
• Time spent checking references 
• Employee referral program  

External recruiting costs 

• Recruiting agency fees 
• Advertising and sourcing 
• Technology: ATS, assessment solutions, etc.  

In most cases, cost to acquire includes only 
pre-hire costs. When calculating employee 
replacement or turnover costs, you would also 
include onboarding, training, and other post-hire 
costs associated with helping new hires reach  
full productivity.  

How much is too much? This depends on the  
level and the type of job you’re filling. For  
example, you might use a recruiting agency, 
but only for professional positions. On average, 
companies spend about $4,638 per hire or  
$28,329 per executive hire.2

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
You can lower your cost to acquire in two ways:  

Streamline Internal Costs  

• Centralize your recruiting efforts so recruiters 
can specialize in the roles they fill 

• Reduce the number of interviews per candidate 
• Consider video interviews to replace early or all 

of your on-site screening 

Evaluate External Costs  

• Determine which sourcing channels deliver the 
best ROI  

• Identify which hiring tools most effectively 
screen out poor fits  

Because cost to acquire represents your operating 
cost, you’ll see significant gains when you optimize 
your process.

Watch the free webinar  
Connecting Talent Acquisition to Top Line  
Growth and Bottom Line Profitability 

Ben Porr, PhD 
Global VP of People Science 

Chris Pateman 
VP of Sales, EMEA

2 SHRM, 2017

https://harver.com/software/interview/
https://harver.com/resources/webinars/earning-tas-seat-at-the-table-connecting-talent-acquisition-to-top-line-growth-and-bottom-line-profitability/
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/business-solutions/Documents/Talent-Acquisition-Report-All-Industries-All-FTEs.pdf
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Offer-to-acceptance rate
WHAT IS IT?   
Offer-to-acceptance rate helps you evaluate the success of your recruiting 
program. This metric tells you how well you’re securing the candidates you 
want. When you identify how many candidates accept versus reject an offer, 
you also get a sense of how strong your employer brand is.

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   

100 
to get a  

percentage

NUMBER OF  
OFFERS ACCEPTED

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF OFFERS FOR 
EMPLOYMENT

x÷

 

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
Ideally, you want a high offer-to-acceptance rate. Though keep in  
mind that it’s normal for some candidates to remove themselves  
from consideration, even at the end of the hiring process.  

Several factors impact your offer-to-acceptance rate. When the 
job market is strong, people have more options and can vet several 
companies in search of the best opportunity. You’ll also see more 
passive candidates who are likely stay with their current employer if 
your offer isn’t compelling enough.  

Other factors impacting offer-to-acceptance rate include: 

• Compensation and benefits 

• Company reviews on sites like Glassdoor 
• Employer brand compared to competition  

Here’s how to improve your offer-to-acceptance rate:  

• Promote an employee referral program (referrals are more likely to accept) 
• Ask candidates beforehand what part of the offer is most important  

to them 
• Emphasize benefits other than salary, like flexibility options or  

growth opportunities  
• Ask why when a candidate does reject an offer  

You can also look at which recruiters have the highest offer-to-
acceptance rate, so you can adopt and standardize their best practices.

“In a strong job 
market, you’ll also 
see more passive 
candidates 
who are likely 
stay with their 
current employer 
if your offer 
isn’t compelling 
enough.”
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Onboarding engagement
WHAT IS IT?   
This metric gives an objective measurement of 
employee satisfaction and engagement early in 
the post-hire process, usually within the first 90 
days. Because onboarding helps set the stage for 
employee success, engagement levels during this 
period provide an early forecast on ramp up time 
and future productivity. 

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
Asking new hires to complete a new hire survey 
is the most direct way to measure onboarding 
engagement.  

In this survey, ask questions such as: 

• Would you re-accept the job? 
• Is the job what you expected it to be? 
• Are you happy in your role? 
• Do you like your manager?  

Another way to measure engagement is by looking 
at your 90-day turnover rate. Some attrition is 
normal, but with insights from your new hire and 
exit surveys, you’ll better understand the causes of 
early turnover. 

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
If early turnover is high or engagement is low, then 
it’s time to re-evaluate your onboarding process 
and your selection process. It’s possible that 
new hires are unhappy because training didn’t 
adequately prepare them for the role, or there’s a 
breakdown somewhere in your selection process.  

To target the problem, consider these factors: 

• Are assessments consistently determining good 
or great fits?  

• Are recruiters providing a realistic job preview?  
• Are candidates able to experience the role 

before accepting an offer?  
• Are certain managers or departments causing 

dissatisfaction among new hires? 
• Is training too stringent? Is the length of 

training or pass rate creating a barrier?  

Once you find opportunities for improvement in 
your selection and/or onboarding process, you 
can pinpoint problem areas and intervene early 
to decrease turnover and improve long-term 
performance. 

“Because onboarding helps set the stage 
for employee success, engagement levels 

during this period provide an early forecast 
on ramp up time and future productivity.”

https://harver.com/assessments/situational-judgement-test/
https://harver.com/assessments/situational-judgement-test/
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Diversity & adverse impact
WHAT IS IT?   
These metrics help identify if there’s anything in your hiring 
process that discriminates against a certain group.  

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
To measure diversity and adverse impact, start by 
collecting demographic information during the application 
process. Then compare candidate demographics to new 
hire demographics to see if the level of diversity remains 
balanced. You can also compare demographic information 
with other companies in your industry.

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
First, identify the level of diversity you expect for that 
location or role. Are your candidates representative of the 
broader applicant pool? If not, there may be a barrier at the 
onset of your application process, or at some point in your 
selection process. 

To improve diversity, try targeted sourcing to reach groups 
such as military veterans and people with disabilities. 
Also dig into your selection process to ensure all selection 
criteria are directly related to job performance. For 
example, assessments should be validated so all test items 
are relevant to the job and don’t measuring anything that 
puts one group at a disadvantage.  

Some HR organizations worry that technology is a barrier for 
diverse populations. If they require online applications, will 
that put poorer populations at a disadvantage? 

Measuring diversity and adverse impact will give you a clear 
answer. Looking at industry research, we typically see 10% 
higher mobile usage among applicants for non-customer 
facing jobs, such as production workers, restaurant cooks, 
and housekeepers. This tells us these populations are more 
likely to have access to mobile devices than computers, so 
optimizing for mobile is important for maintaining diversity.

“Are your candidates 
representative of the 
broader applicant pool? 
If not, there may be a 
barrier at the onset of your 
application process.” 

10+90+M
Higher mobile usage  
for non-customer 

facing jobs

10%
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Compliance & adoption
WHAT IS IT?   
These metrics help you understand how well recruiters and hiring managers are 
following the hiring standards you established. By encouraging compliance and 
adoption, you’ll bring consistency and fairness to your selection process, and help 
strengthen legal defensibility.

HOW DO I MEASURE IT?   
To measure compliance and adoption, consider these factors: 

• Did any applicants skip any portion of the hiring process? 

• Did any hires fail any part of the selection process?

HOW DO I IMPROVE IT?   
Technology is the first step to streamlining your process. Set up your ATS to require 
that certain checkpoints are hit before an offer is made. This ensures that every 
potential hire has passed the assessment, the interview, and the reference check 
before moving forward.  

You can also use application filters and assessments to automatically screen out 
candidates who don’t meet certain requirements. Recruiters or hiring managers won’t 
be able to “push them through” if they’ve already been removed from the system.  

After you streamline your process, you’ll have a comprehensive look at how candidates 
perform at each step in the hiring process. This visibility will help you hold recruiters and 
hiring managers accountable.  

To encourage greater compliance and adoption, demonstrate the benefit of following 

the proper selection process. Getting recruiters and hiring managers on board is much 
easier when they trust their hiring tools. For example, Harver clients can point to data 
in their dashboard to prove that their behavioral and cognitive assessments identify 
high quality candidates, and that these candidates become high quality employees. 

“By encouraging compliance and adoption, 
you’ll bring consistency and fairness 
to your selection process, and help 

strengthen legal defensibility.”



Curious about how automation 
can improve your HR metrics?

See how Harver’s talent solutions increase 
candidate quality while lowering time to fill.

Or visit Harver.com  
for more information

Request a demo

https://www.harver.com
https://harver.com/schedule-a-demo/

